Respiratory tract infections pose a great burden on public health, causing extensive morbidity and mortality among patients worldwide.[@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3] Most acute respiratory tract infections are caused by viruses, such as rhinovirus, influenza A and B viruses, metapneumovirus, and respiratory syncytial virus.[@bib4] However, in 20% to 62% of the patients, no pathogen is detected.[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6] This might be the result of diagnostic failures or even infection by unknown pathogens, such as the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus in 2012.[@bib7]

Rapid identification of the respiratory pathogen is critical to determine downstream decision making, such as isolation measures or treatment, including cessation of antibiotic therapy. Current diagnostic amplification methods, such as real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR), are sensitive and specific, but are only targeting predefined virus species or types. Genetic diversity within the virus genome and the sheer number of potential pathogens in many clinical conditions pose limitations to predefined primer- and probe-based approaches, leading to false-negative results.[@bib8] These limitations, combined with the potential emergence of new or unusual pathogens, highlight the need for less restricted approaches that could improve the diagnosis and subsequent outbreak management of infectious diseases.

Metagenomics relates to the study of the complete genomic content in a complex mixture of (micro) organisms.[@bib9] Unlike bacteria, viruses do not display a common gene in all virus families, and therefore pan-virus detection relies on catch-all analytic methods. Metagenomic or untargeted next-generation sequencing (mNGS) offers a culture- and nucleotide sequence--independent method that eliminates the need to define the targets for diagnosis beforehand. Besides primary detection, mNGS immediately offers additional information, on virulence markers, epidemiology, genotyping, and evolution of pathogens.[@bib7] ^,^ [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12] Furthermore, quantitative assessment of the presence of virus copies in the sample is enabled by the number of reads.[@bib8]

Although original mNGS studies typically aim at analysis of (shifts in) population diversity of abundant DNA microbes, detection of viral pathogens in patient samples requires a different technical approach because of the usually low abundance of viral pathogens (\<1%) in clinical samples and the requisite of detecting both DNA and RNA viruses. Hence, a low limit of detection for RNA and DNA in one single assay is essential for implementation of mNGS for routine pathogen detection in clinical diagnostic laboratories. Current viral mNGS protocols are optimized for either RNA or DNA detection.[@bib11] ^,^ [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15] Consequently, detection of both RNA and DNA viruses requires parallel workup of both RNA and DNA pretreatment methods. In addition, to increase the relative concentration of viral sequences, viral particle enrichment techniques are often applied.[@bib8] ^,^ [@bib12] These techniques are laborious and not easily automated for routine clinical diagnostic use. Moreover, during enrichment directed at viral particles, intracellular viral nucleic acids as genomes and mRNAs are being discarded. After sequencing, the bioinformatic classification and interpretation of the results remain a major challenge. Bioinformatic classifiers are often developed for use in either microbiome studies or classification of high abundant reads, whereas extensive validation for clinical diagnostic use in settings of low abundance is limited. After bioinformatics classification, the challenge remains to discriminate between viruses that play a role in disease etiology and nonpathogenic viruses.[@bib16] Before considering mNGS in routine diagnostics, there is a need for critical evaluation and validation of every step in the procedure.

In this study, we evaluated a metagenomic protocol for NGS-based pathogen detection with sample pretreatment for DNA and RNA in a single tube. The method was validated using a selection of 25 respiratory pediatric samples from the total 29 positive and 346 negative viral PCR results. The main study objective was to define a sensitive and specific method for mNGS to be used as a broad diagnostic tool for viral respiratory diseases with the potential for automated pan-pathogen detection.

Materials and Methods {#sec1}
=====================

Sample Selection {#sec1.1}
----------------

Twenty-five stored clinical respiratory samples (−80°C) from pediatric patients, sent to the microbiological laboratory for routine viral diagnostics in 2016, were selected from the laboratory database (General Laboratory Information Management System; MIPS, Ghent, Belgium) at the Leiden University Medical Center (Leiden, the Netherlands). On the basis of previous PCR test results, a variety of 21 positive and four negative respiratory virus samples with a wide range of quantification cycle (Cq) values were included. The sample types represented routine diagnostic samples from pediatric patients that had been sent to our laboratory: 19 nasopharyngeal washings, two sputa, two bronchoalveolar lavages, one bronchial washing, and one throat swab (in viral transport medium). The patient selection (age range, 1.2 months to 15 years) represented the pediatric population with respiratory diagnostics in our university hospital in terms of (underlying) illness.

Sample Pretreatment {#sec1.2}
-------------------

Total nucleic acids were extracted directly from 200 μL of clinical material using the MagNAPure 96 DNA and Viral NA Small Volume Kit (Roche Diagnostics, Almere, the Netherlands) with 100 μL output eluate.

Internal Controls {#sec1.3}
-----------------

Clinical material was spiked with equine arteritis virus (EAV) and phocine herpesvirus 1 \[PhHV1; kindly provided by Dr. H.G.M. (Bert) Niesters, UMC Groningen, the Netherlands\], as internal controls for RNA detection[@bib17] and DNA detection, respectively.[@bib18] To determine the optimal concentration of the internal controls, a 10-fold dilution series of PhHV1/EAV was added to a mix of two pooled influenza A positive throat swabs (Cq value, 25) and read count and Cq values were compared. Concentration was based on the number of mNGS reads.

Quality Control {#sec1.4}
---------------

Before sequencing, the DNA input concentration was measured with the Qubit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), to determine whether there was sufficient DNA in the sample to obtain sequencing results. The range of DNA input for library preparation was 0.5 ng/μL for throat swabs (see reproducibility experiment) up to 300 ng/μL for bronchoalveolar lavages and sputa.

Fragmentation {#sec1.5}
-------------

To compare the effect of different DNA fragmentation techniques, six PCR-positive samples (containing one to three viruses) and three PCR-negative samples were chemically fragmented using zinc (10 minutes) as part of the New England Biolabs Library Prep Kit protocol, as described next in [Library Preparation](#sec1.6){ref-type="sec"}, and physically fragmented using sonication with the Bioruptor pico (Diagenode, Seraing, Belgium; on/off time, 18/30 seconds, 5 cycli).[@bib19] Three samples were also tested with the high-intensity settings of the Bioruptor pico (on/off time, 30/40 seconds; 14 cycli).

Library Preparation {#sec1.6}
-------------------

Libraries were constructed with 7 μL extracted nucleic acids using the NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) using single, unique adaptors. This kit has been developed for transcriptome analyses. Several adaptations were made to the manufacturer's protocol to enable simultaneous detection of both DNA and RNA viruses. The following steps were omitted: poly A mRNA capture isolation (instruction manual New England Biolabs number E7420S/L, version 8.0, chapter 1), rRNA depletion, and DNase step (chapter 2.1 to 2.4, 2.5B, 2.11A).

The size of fragments in the library was 300 to 700 bp. Adaptors were diluted 30-fold given the low RNA/DNA input and 21 PCR cycli were run after adaptor ligation.

Nucleotide Sequence Analysis {#sec1.7}
----------------------------

Sequencing was performed on Illumina HiSeq 4000 and NextSeq 500 sequencing systems (Illumina, San Diego, CA), obtaining 10 million 150-bp paired-end reads per sample.

Detection Limit {#sec1.8}
---------------

To determine the detection limit of mNGS, serial dilutions (undiluted, 10^−1^, 10^−2^, 10^−3^, and 10^−4^) of an influenza A--positive sample were tested with both mNGS and laboratory-developed real-time PCR. On the basis of run-off transcript experiments, the typical limit of detection of our real-time RNA PCRs was estimated to be 10 to 50 copies/reaction (data not shown).

Repeatability (Within-Run Precision) {#sec1.9}
------------------------------------

To estimate the reproducibility of metagenomic sequencing, an influenza A--positive clinical sample (throat swab) was divided into four aliquots, nucleic acids were extracted, and library preparation and subsequent sequence analysis on the Illumina HiSeq 4000 were performed in one run.

Bioinformatics {#sec1.10}
--------------

### Taxonomic Classification {#sec1.10.1}

All FASTQ files were processed using the BIOPET Gears pipeline version 0.9.0, developed at the Leiden University Medical Center ([*http://biopet-docs.readthedocs.io/en/stable*](http://biopet-docs.readthedocs.io/en/stable/){#intref0010}, last accessed September 12, 2018). This pipeline performs FASTQ preprocessing (including quality control, quality trimming, and adapter clipping) and taxonomic classification of sequencing reads. In this project, FastQC version 0.11.2 ([*https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc*](https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/){#intref0015}, last accessed September 12, 2018) was used for checking the quality of the raw reads. Low-quality read trimming was done using Sickle version 1.33 ([*https://github.com/najoshi/sickle*](https://github.com/najoshi/sickle){#interref0010}) with default settings. Adapter clipping was performed using Cutadapt[@bib20] version 1.10 with default settings. Taxonomic classification of reads was performed with Centrifuge[@bib21] version 1.0.1-beta. The prebuilt nucleotide index, which contains all sequences from the National Center for Biotechnology Information's (NCBI\'s) nucleotide database, provided by the Centrifuge developers was used ([*ftp://ftp.ccb.jhu.edu/pub/infphilo/centrifuge/data/old-indices*](ftp://ftp.ccb.jhu.edu/pub/infphilo/centrifuge/data/old-indices){#intref0020}, last accessed November 16, 2017) as the reference database. An overview of the bioinformatic process is shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} .Figure 1The bioinformatic workflow of the metagenomic next-generation sequencing protocol studied. NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information.

In addition, a customized reference centrifuge index with sequence information obtained from the NCBI\'s RefSeq[@bib22] (accessed February 2019) database was built. RefSeq genomic sequences for the domains of bacteria, viruses, archaea, fungi, protozoa, as well as the human reference, along with the taxonomy identifiers, were downloaded with the Centrifuge-download utility and were used as input for Centrifuge-build.

Centrifuge settings were evaluated to increase the sensitivity and specificity. The default setting, with which a read can be assigned to up to five different taxonomic categories, was compared with one unique assignment per read,[@bib21] where a read is assigned to a single taxonomic category, corresponding to the lowest common ancestor of all matching species.

Kraken-style reports with taxonomical information were produced by the Centrifuge-kreport utility for all (default) options. Both unique and nonunique assignments can be reported, and these settings were compared. The resulting tree-like structured, Kraken-style reports were visualized with Krona[@bib23] version 2.0.

Horizontal coverage (percentage) was determined using GenomeDetective website[@bib24] version 1.111 ([*https://www.genomedetective.com*](https://www.genomedetective.com/){#intref0025}, last accessed May 4, 2019).

*In silico* simulated EAV reads were analyzed in different databases (NCBI\'s nucleotide versus RefSeq) and classification algorithms \[maximum, five labels per sequence, versus unique, lowest (common ancestor), and reporting (nonunique versus unique)\] to determine the most sensitive and specific bioinformatic analyses using Centrifuge.

To determine the amount of reads needed, results of one million reads and 10 million reads were compared. A total of one million reads were randomly selected of the 10 million reads of one FASTQ file and analyzed. The random selection was performed with the FastqSplitter ([*https://github.com/biopet/biopet/blob/v0.9.0/docs/tools/FastqSplitter.md*](https://github.com/biopet/biopet/blob/v0.9.0/docs/tools/FastqSplitter.md){#intref0030}, last accessed September 12, 2018), which cuts a FASTQ file of 10 million reads into 10 pieces, of which one was selected. Read counts were normalized by the total read count and target virus genome size.

Assembly of PhHV1 Sequences {#sec1.11}
---------------------------

Because NCBI\'s databases were lacking a complete PhHV1 genome sequence, PhHV1 was sequenced; and based on the gained sequence reads, the genome was built using SPAdes.[@bib25] PhHV1 assembly was done using the biowdl virus-assembly pipeline version 0.1 ([*https://github.com/biowdl/virus-assembly*](https://github.com/biowdl/virus-assembly){#intref0035}, last accessed September 12, 2018). The quality control part of the biowdl pipeline determines which adapters need to be clipped by using FastQC version 0.11.7 ([*https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc*](https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/){#intref0040}, last accessed September 12, 2018) and cutadapt version 1.16,[@bib20] with minimum length setting 1. The resulting reads were down sampled within bowdl to 250,000 reads using seqtk version 1.2 ([*https://github.com/lh3/seqtk*](https://github.com/lh3/seqtk){#intref0045}, last accessed September 12, 2018), after which SPADES version 3.11.1[@bib25] was run to get the first proposed genome contigs.

To retrieve longer assembly contigs, a reiterative assembly approach was used by processing the proposed contigs by the biowdl reAssembly pipeline 0.1. This preassembly pipeline aligns reads to contigs of a previous assembly, then selects the aligned reads, down samples them, and runs a new assembly using SPADES. Subtools used for this consisted of BWA 0.7.17[@bib26] for indexing and mapping, SAMtools 1.6[@bib27] for generating bam files, SAMtools view version 1.7 for filtering out unmapped reads using the setting -G 12, and Picard SamToFastq version 2.18.4 and seqtk for generating FASTQ files with 250,000 reads. The contigs from the reAssembly pipeline were then processed for a second using SPADES, with setting the cov-cutoff to five. The resulting contigs were then processed with the reAssembly pipeline for the third and last time, setting the cov-cutoff in SPADES to 20.

The contigs from the last reAssembly step were then run against the blast nucleotide database using blastn 2.7.1[@bib28] Of 23 contigs, only five that showed the lowest percentage in identity matches with any other possible non--herpes virus species were selected. The final five contigs contained sequence lengths of 97,893, 8170, 3710, 3294, and 1279 nucleotides; the average coverage was 206, 131, 211, 285, and 154, respectively. The proposed almost complete genome of PhHV1 was added to NCBI\'s GenBank database ([*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank*](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/){#intref0050}; accession number MH509440).

Retrospective Validation {#sec1.12}
------------------------

Clinical sensitivity was analyzed using the optimized procedure, which in short consisted of total nucleic acid extraction, including internal controls (1:100 dilution); the adapted New England Biolabs Next library preparation protocol, including fragmentation with zinc, for combined RNA and DNA detection (see [Library Preparation](#sec1.6){ref-type="sec"}); and sequencing of 10 million reads (Illumina NextSeq 500). Bioinformatic analyses were performed using Centrifuge with NCBI\'s RefSeq database and unique assignment of the sequence reads.

Sensitivity and specificity of the metagenomic NGS procedure were compared with a published updated version of our laboratory-developed multiplex qPCR.[@bib29] The routine multiplex PCR panel consisted of 15 respiratory target pathogens: influenza A/B viruses, respiratory syncytial virus, metapneumovirus, adenovirus, human bocavirus, parainfluenza viruses 1/2/3/4, rhinovirus, and the coronaviruses HKU1, NL63, 227E, and OC43. Thus, in total, 375 PCR results were available (15 targets × 25 samples), of which 29 were PCR positive and 346 were PCR negative for comparison with mNGS.

Ethical Approval of Patient Studies {#sec1.13}
-----------------------------------

The study design was approved by the medical ethics review committee of the Leiden University Medical Center (reference B16.004).

Results {#sec2}
=======

Internal Controls {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Serial dilutions of EAV and PhHV1 were added to an influenza A PCR-positive sample. Serial dilution 1:10,000 detected EAV with a substantial read count in the presence of a viral infection and without a significant decline in target virus family reads ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ). On the basis of these results, the concentration of internal controls was determined for further experiments.Table 1Internal Controls EAV/PhHV-1: Serial Dilutions against a Clinical Sample Background and Within-Run Precision (INFA)Sample EAV/PhHV-1 dilutionCq valueCentrifuge reads (log)INFAEAVPhHV-1INFAEAVPhHV-11:10024.5221.5923.524438 (3.6)12,925 (4.1)347 (2.5)1:100024.6724.9126.833742 (3.6)1202 (3.1)49 (1.7)1:10,00024.7628.4530.334628 (3.7)95 (2.0)14 (1.1)1:100,00024.7930.8532.554093 (3.6)18 (1.3)14 (1.1)[^1]

The EAV Cq value of the dilutions correlated with the number of EAV reads from the Centrifuge analysis.

Fragmentation {#sec2.2}
-------------

The comparison of fragmentation methods was done using a selection of samples with relevant target reads and performed on the Illumina NextSeq 500. The total reads were comparable among the three protocols ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The protocol with zinc fragmentation had higher yield in target virus reads for all RNA viruses tested and adenovirus.Figure 2Comparison of fragmentation methods on target reads (species level, log scale). **Asterisks** indicate not tested with Bioruptor setting high intensity. ADV, adenovirus; HBOV, human bocavirus; INFC, influenza C virus; NL63, coronavirus NL63; PIV, parainfluenza virus; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus.

Detection Limit {#sec2.3}
---------------

The detection threshold of our NGS limit, deduced from serial dilutions of influenza A ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ) and EAV ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), was comparable with a real-time PCR Cq value of \>35, corresponding to approximately \<50 to 250 copies/reaction.Figure 3Serial dilutions of an influenza A--positive clinical sample. Cq, quantification cycle.

Repeatability: Within-Run Precision {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------

The mNGS results of an influenza A--positive sample tested in quadruple could be reproduced with only minor differences ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}): CV of 1.1%: 0.04 log SD/3.6 log average.

Bioinformatics: Taxonomic Classification {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------------

The Centrifuge default settings, with NCBI\'s nucleotide database and assignment of sequence reads to a maximum of five labels per sequence, resulted in various spurious classifications ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} ) \[eg, Lassa virus ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ), evidently highly unlikely to be present in patient samples from the Netherlands with respiratory complaints\]. The specificity could be increased by using NCBI\'s RefSeq database instead of NCBI\'s nucleotide database. The classification was further improved by changing the Centrifuge tool settings to limit the assignment of homologous reads to the lowest common ancestor (maximum, one label per sequence).Figure 4Analysis of *in silico* simulated equine arteritis virus (EAV) reads with the different bioinformatic settings of the Centrifuge pipeline.Figure 5Spurious Lassa virus reads detected using the National Center for Biotechnology Information's (NCBI\'s) nucleotide database (**top**), versus NCBI\'s RefSeq database (**bottom**). **Black arrow** points to the spurious Lassa virus reads. dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA.

The Centrifuge reporting of shared sequences between different organisms/subtypes differs, dependent of the classification and reporting algorithm. The default classification will assign a shared read to a maximum of five organisms (one read will be assigned five times); and with the lowest common ancestor classification setting, this read will only be assigned once (namely, to the lowest ancestor these organisms/subtypes have in common). Classification with a maximum of five labels per read resulted in two different outcomes using the report with all mappings and the report with unique mappings, with the latter not reporting the reads assigned to multiple organisms.

Comparison of classification using these different settings shows the highest sensitivity and specificity using NCBI\'s RefSeq database with one label (lowest common ancestor) assignment, with both *in silico* prepared data sets containing solely EAV sequence fragments ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and clinical data sets (with highly abundant background) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

To determine the effect of the total number of sequencing reads obtained per sample on sensitivity, 1 million and 10 million total reads were compared by *in silico* analysis ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ). One million total reads resulted in an approximate 10-fold decrease in target virus read count compared with 10 million total reads, implicating a reduction of sensitivity.Table 2Comparison of Analysis of 1 Million versus 10 Million ReadsVirusVirus familyCq value10 million reads1 million readsTotal readsVirus family reads% of total% of viralTotal readsVirus family reads% of total% of viralRV*Picornaviridae*37.78,203,89489410.0684.37822,2188890.0786.11PIV4*Paramyxoviridae*24.910,886,79821360.0441.901,088,0671990.0840.73CMV*Herpesviridae*34.515,889,4282200.0110.881,588,92220.0411.87ADV*Adenoviridae*30.211,146,4880001,115,13500.030RSV*Pneumoviridae*27.310,191,99514770.0253.291,019,4151630.0459.25INFB*Orthomyxoviridae*308,535,6726520.0148.67853,149610.0246.58NL63*Coronaviridae*36.210,386,9280001,038,46900.020INFA*Orthomyxoviridae*27.510,981,60184030.1170.281,097,8728550.1769.84MPV*Pneumoviridae*34.112,972,626200.101,297,15100.020HBOV*Parvoviridae*32.211,819,8050001,181,738000RV*Picornaviridae*23.111,819,80558,6950.4284.271,183,73857540.4984.25[^2]

Retrospective Validation {#sec2.6}
------------------------

### Clinical Sensitivity Based on PCR Target Pathogens {#sec2.6.1}

Clinical sensitivity was analyzed using the optimized mNGS procedure. The sample collection consisted of 21 clinical specimens positive for at least one of the following PCR target viruses: rhinovirus, influenza A and B, parainfluenza viruses 1 and 4, metapneumovirus, respiratory syncytial virus, coronaviruses NL63 and HKU1, human bocavirus, and adenovirus. Fourteen samples were positive for one virus, six samples were positive for two viruses, and one sample was positive for three viruses with the laboratory-developed respiratory multiplex qPCR. Cq values ranged from Cq 17 to Cq 35, with a median of 23.

With mNGS, 24 of the 29 viruses demonstrated in routine diagnostics were detected ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} ), resulting in a sensitivity of 83% for PCR targets. If a cutoff of 15 reads was handled, sensitivity declined to 66% (19/29) ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} ). A receiver-operating characteristic curve for mNGS detection of PCR target viruses, depending on the cutoff level of the number of mapped sequence reads for defining a positive result, is shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ; mNGS target read count (log value) showed a correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient, −0.582; *P* = 0.003) with the Cq values of the qPCR ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ).Table 3Detection of qPCR Virus Positive Respiratory Samples with mNGSMaterialRoutine diagnosticsmNGSPCR positiveCq valueVirus genusGenus reads[∗](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}Virus speciesSpecies reads[∗](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}NP washRV30.7*Enterovirus*0*Rhinovirus*0PIV117.1*Respirovirus*58,619*Human respirovirus 1*56,407ADV33.6*Mastadenovirus*0*Human mastadenovirus C*0NP washMPV24*Metapneumovirus*127*Human metapneumovirus*123BALNL6324.4*Alphacoronavirus*1999*Human coronavirus NL63*2176HKU128.2*Betacoronavirus*1*Human coronavirus HKU1*1SputumRV32*Enterovirus*2326*Rhinovirus C*2204NP washINFA22.2*Alphainfluenzavirus*1490*Influenza A virus* (A/California/07/2009 (H1N1))1490NP washMPV33.4*Metapneumovirus*1*Human metapneumovirus*3ADV19.3*Mastadenovirus*125*Human mastadenovirus C*123SputumPIV421*Orthorubulavirus*7729*Human rubulavirus virus 4* (subtype a)6798NP washHBOV22.3*Bocaparvovirus*7Human bocavirus7NP washMPV22.2*Metapneumovirus*139*Human metapneumovirus*312NP washINFB16.5*Betainfluenzavirus*4971*Influenza B virus* (B/Lee/1940)4971NP washRV25.4*Enterovirus*8*Rhinovirus A*6RSV30.7*Orthopneumovirus*32*Human orthopneumovirus*32NP washINFB21.4*Betainfluenzavirus*2686*Influenza B virus* (B/Lee/1940)2686NP washRSV17.8*Orthopneumovirus*29,900*Human orthopneumovirus*22,483NP washRV34.4*Enterovirus*0*Rhinovirus*0INFB22.6*Betainfluenzavirus*68,972*Influenza B virus* (B/Lee/1940)68,972BALINFB34.8*Betainfluenzavirus*0*Influenza B virus*0HBOV34.1*Bocaparvovirus*0Human bocavirus0NP washHKU124.3*Betacoronavirus*534*Human coronavirus HKU1*535NP washRV16.8*Enterovirus*3877*Rhinovirus A*1721NP washRV27.4*Enterovirus*1*Rhinovirus B*2HBOV19*Bocaparvovirus*1014Human bocavirus1064NP washINFA22.1*Alphainfluenzavirus*657*Influenza A virus* (A/California/07/2009 (H1N1))657NP washRSV17.2*Orthopneumovirus*31,179*Human orthopneumovirus*72NP washRV17.7*Enterovirus*50,642*Rhinovirus A*29,293[^3][^4]Table 4Sensitivity and Specificity of the mNGS Protocol Tested, Based on PCR Target Viruses, with Different Sequence Read Cutoff Levels for Defining a Positive ResultVariableAll reads≥15 sequence reads≥50 sequence readsSensitivity83 (24/29)66 (19/29)62 (18/29)Specificity94 (325/346)100 (345/346)100 (346/346)[^5][^6]Figure 6Receiver-operating characteristic curve for metagenomic next-generation sequencing detection of PCR target viruses, depending on the cutoff level of the number of mapped sequence reads for defining a positive result.Figure 7Semiquantification of the metagenomic next-generation sequencing assay for target virus detection in clinical samples with real-time quantitative PCR confirms human respiratory viruses. Cq, quantification cycle.

### Detection of Additional Viral Pathogens by mNGS: Off-PCR Target Viruses {#sec2.6.2}

Next to the viral pathogens tested by PCR, mNGS also detected other pathogenic viruses, indicating additional viral sequences uncovered by mNGS but not included in the routine diagnostics, with influenza C virus being the most prominent. A high amount, 2221 reads (99% horizontal coverage), of influenza C virus reads (58% of all viral reads and 0.02 of the total reads) was found in one sample; confirmatory PCR was not routinely available. Other potential respiratory pathogens detected by mNGS and not included in PCR analysis were KI polyomavirus \[two samples: 262 and 46 reads; retrospective in-house PCR Cq 25 (1:10 dilution) and 26, respectively\], cytomegalovirus (human betaherpesvirus 5; 55 and 3 reads; retrospective in-house PCR Cq 22 and 27, respectively), and enterovirus (10,073 reads; retrospective in-house PCR rhinovirus/enterovirus Cq 18). All these viruses are not included routinely in the diagnostic multiplex qPCRs.

### Internal Controls {#sec2.6.3}

The spiked-in internal controls were detected by mNGS in all samples. EAV sequence reads ranged from 14 to 19,894 (median, 362), and PhHV1 sequence reads ranged from 41 to 1206 (median, 121).

### Analytical Specificity Based on PCR Target Viruses {#sec2.6.4}

In total, 25 pediatric respiratory samples were available to evaluate the analytical specificity of mNGS: four samples were negative for all 15 viral pathogens in the multiplex PCR panel (influenza A/B, respiratory syncytial virus, human metapneumovirus, adenovirus, human bocavirus, parainfluenza viruses 1/2/3/4, rhinovirus, HKU1, NL63, 227E, and OC43), and 21 samples were negative for 12 to 14 of these PCR target pathogens.

Out of a total 346 negative target PCR results from these 25 samples, 325 results corresponded with the finding of 0 target-specific reads by mNGS. If a cutoff of 15 reads was used, 345 of the 346 negative PCR targets were negative with mNGS. The sample positive by mNGS and negative by PCR was human parainfluenza virus 3 (18 reads). Although no conclusive proof for either true- or false-positive mNGS results could be found, specificity of mNGS was 94% (325/346) when encountering all reads and ≥99% (345/346) with a 15-read cutoff ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and receiver-operating characteristic curve in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

### Antiviral Susceptibility {#sec2.6.5}

In addition to subtyping ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), using the metagenomic sequence data, the nucleotide positions that conferred resistance to either oseltamivir or zanamivir were analyzed. Sequence data of amino acids I117, E119, D198, I222, H274, R292, N294, and I314 showed susceptibility to oseltamivir; and sequence data of amino acids V116, R118, E119, Q136, D151, R152, R224, E276, R292, and R371 revealed susceptibility to zanamivir.[@bib30] ^,^ [@bib31]

Data Access {#sec2.11}
-----------

The raw sequence data of the samples, after removal of human reads, have been deposited to the Sequence Read Archive database ([*https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra*](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra){#intref0055}; accession numbers SRX6715205 to SRX6715229).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Metagenomic sequencing has not yet been implemented as a routine tool in clinical diagnostics of viral infections. Such application would require the careful definition and validation of several parameters to enable the accurate assessment of a clinical sample with regard to the presence or absence of a pathogen, to fulfill current accreditation guidelines. Therefore, this study has initiated the optimization of several steps throughout the presequencing and post-sequencing workflow, which are considered essential for sensitive and specific mNGS-based virus detection. Many virus discovery or virus diagnostic protocols have focused on the enrichment of viral particles[@bib32] with the intention to increase the relative amount of virus reads. However, these methods are laborious and intrinsically exclude viral nucleic acid located in host cells. Herein, a sample pretreatment protocol was designed with potential for: i) automation, ii) pan-pathogen detection, and iii) detection of intracellular viral nucleic acids. Consequently, any type of viral enrichment was excluded (filtration, centrifugation, nucleases, and rRNA removal). The current protocol enabled high-throughput sample pretreatment by means of automated nucleic acid extraction and without depletion of bacterial or human genome, with potential for pan-pathogen detection. Several adaptations in the bioinformatic script resulted in more accurate reporting of the classification output.

Addition of an internal control to a PCR is commonly used for quality control in qPCR.[@bib33] Although the addition of internal controls in mNGS is not yet an accepted standard procedure, EAV and PhHV1 were used as an RNA and a DNA control, respectively, to monitor the workflow in this diagnostic application. The amount of internal control reads and target virus reads has been reported to be dependent on the amount of background reads (negative correlation).[@bib34] In our protocol, the internal controls were used as qualitative controls but may be used as indicator of the amount of background. PhHV1 showed less linearity in the dilution series, compared with EAV, which may be indicative for a potential relative difference in efficiency of amplification of PhHV1 viral sequences. Because NCBI\'s databases were lacking a complete PhHV1 genome, the Centrifuge index building and classification was limited to classification on a higher taxonomic rank. To achieve classification of PhHV1 at the species level, the whole genome of PhHV1 was sequenced; and based on the gained sequence reads, the genome was built.[@bib25] The proposed nearly complete genome of PhHV1 was submitted to NCBI\'s GenBank database.

Sensitivity of the mNGS protocol was maximum 83% based on PCR target viruses and depended on the cutoff level of reads for defining a positive result. Five viruses, which were not recovered by mNGS, had high Cq values, \>30 (ie, a relatively low viral load). This may be a drawback of the retrospective nature of this clinical evaluation as RNA viruses may be degraded because of storage and freeze-thaw steps, resulting in lower sensitivity of mNGS. A correlation was found between read counts and PCR Cq value, demonstrating the quantitative nature of viral detection by mNGS. Discrepancies between the Cq values and the number of mNGS reads may be explained by unrepresentative Cq values (eg, by primer mismatch for highly divergent viruses, like rhinoviruses/enteroviruses and differences in sensitivity of mNGS for several groups of viruses, as has been reported by others).[@bib35] In addition, viral pathogens were detected that were not targeted by the routine PCR assays, including influenza C virus, which is typical of the unbiased nature of the method. In addition, although not within the scope of this study, bacterial pathogens, including *Bordetella pertussis* (qPCR confirmed), were also detected. In the current study, only viruses were targeted because these could be well compared with qPCR results; bacterial targets remain to be studied in clinical sample types as sputum or bronchoalveolar lavages that are more suitable for bacterial detection. The analytical specificity of mNGS appeared to be high, especially with a cutoff of 15 reads. However, the clinical specificity, the relevance of the lower read numbers, still needs further investigation in clinical studies.

Sequencing using Illumina HiSeq 4000 with single, unique indexes resulted in rhinovirus-C sequences (55 to 909 reads) in all samples run on one lane, which appeared to be identical sequences. Retesting of the samples with Illumina NextSeq 500 resulted in disappearance of these reads. This problem could be attributed to index hopping (index misassignment), as described earlier.[@bib36] Because of the chemistry, essential for the increased speed, the HiSeq 4000 is more prone to index hopping between neighboring samples. Although the percentage of reads that contributed to the index hopping was low, this is critical for clinical viral diagnostics, as this is aimed specifically at low abundance targets.[@bib36] ^,^ [@bib37]

Bioinformatics classification of metagenomic sequence data with the pipeline Centrifuge required identification of the optimal parameters to minimize misclassified and unclassified reads. Default settings of this pipeline resulted in higher rates of both false-positive and false-negative results. NCBI\'s nucleotide database includes a wide variety of unannotated viral sequences, such as partial sequences and (chimeric) constructs, in contrast to the curated and well-annotated sequences in NCBI\'s RefSeq database, which resulted in a higher specificity. In addition to the database, settings for the assignment algorithm were adapted as well. The assignment settings were adjusted to unique assignment in the case of homology to the lowest common ancestor. This modification resulted in higher sensitivity and specificity than the default settings; however, the ability to further subtyping diminished. This is likely to be attributed to the limited representation/availability of strain types within NCBI\'s RefSeq database. In consequence, this leads to a more accurate estimation of the common ancestor for particular viruses, but limited typing results in case of highly variable ones. To obtain optimal typing results, additional annotated sequences may be added or a new database should be built, with a high variety of well-defined and frequently updated virus strain types.

To conclude, this study contributes to the increasing evidence that metagenomic NGS can effectively be used for a wide variety of diagnostic assays in virology, such as unbiased virus detection, resistance mutations, virulence markers, and epidemiology, as shown by the ability to detect single-nucleotide polymorphisms in influenza virus.

These findings support the feasibility of moving this promising field forward to a role in the routine detection of pathogens by the use of mNGS. Further optimization should include the parallel evaluation of adult samples, the inclusion of additional annotated strain sequences to the database, and further elaboration of the classification algorithm and reporting for clinical diagnostics. The importance of both negative nontemplate control samples[@bib38] and healthy control cases may support the critical discrimination of contaminants and viral colonization from clinically relevant pathogens.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

Optimal sample preparation and bioinformatics analysis are essential for sensitive and specific mNGS-based virus detection.

Using a high-throughput genome extraction method without viral enrichment, both RNA and DNA viruses could be detected with a sensitivity comparable to PCR.

Using mNGS, all potential pathogens can be detected in one single test, while simultaneously obtaining additional detailed information on detected viruses. Interpretation of clinical relevance is an important issue but essentially not different from the use of PCR-based assays and supported by the available information on typing and relative quantities. These findings support the feasibility of a role of mNGS in the routine detection of pathogens.
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[^1]: Cq, quantification cycle; EAV, equine arteritis virus; INFA, influenza A virus; PhHV-1, phocine herpesvirus 1.

[^2]: \% of total, percentage of total reads; % of viral, percentage of all viral reads; ADV, adenovirus; CMV, cytomegalovirus; Cq, quantification cycle; HBOV, human bocavirus; INFA, influenza A virus; INFB, influenza B virus; MPV, metapneumovirus; NL63, coronavirus NL63; PIV4, parainfluenza virus 4; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus; RV, rhinovirus.

[^3]: ADV, adenovirus; BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; Cq, quantification cycle; HBOV, human bocavirus; HKU1, coronavirus HKU1; INFA, influenza A virus; INFB, influenza B virus; mNGS, metagenomic next-generation sequencing; MPV, metapneumovirus; NL63, coronavirus NL63; NP, nasopharyngeal; PIV, parainfluenza virus; qPCR, real-time quantitative PCR; RSV, respiratory syncytial virus; RV, rhinovirus.

[^4]: Number of reads assigned to the genus or species of the target virus.

[^5]: Data are given as percentage (number/total).

[^6]: mNGS, metagenomic next-generation sequencing.
